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Abstract 
Most Arab citizens in Israel reside in segregated towns that are relatively far from main employment 

areas. This geographic distance is augmented by low rates of car ownership and a general lack of 

access to public transportation. In this study, we analyze the labor market effects of a vast expansion 

of the public bus transportation system in Arab localities in Israel during the years 2010-2016. 

Using detailed administrative data from the National Insurance Institute covering employment and 

wages of the Israeli Arab population between the years 2010-2016, we implement a difference-in-

differences event study design to assess the effect of a large increase in the accessibility to public 

transportation on labor force outcomes. We find that the increase in buses resulted in a positive 

effect on the employment rate and yearly earnings of both men and women roughly four years after 

the bus expansion. However, once we take into account the unbalanced nature of the data we find 

that the positive earnings and employment effects stem from localities treated in 2011. Due to 

limited data availability of pre-treatment years for this group, we are unable to determine whether 

the estimated effect of busses on employment and earnings is causal. 
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1 Introduction

The spatial mismatch hypothesis (SMH), introduced by Kain (1968) and further popularized

by Wilson (2011, 2012), attributes disparities in employment rates across different segments

of the population in part to spatial frictions in the labor and housing markets. Under this

theory, minorities1 and workers that tend to live relatively far from work opportunities, face

higher commuting cost and thus, have inferior labor market outcomes. Access to efficient public

transportation systems may have the potential to reduce such costs and alleviate labor market

disparities. While there is an extensive literature studying the effects of public transportation

on economic activity (for a review see Redding and Turner, 2015), estimating the causal effect

of public transit on labor market outcomes is challenging because changes in accessibility to

public transportation are often introduced gradually and can be driven by other changes taking

place among residents of that locality or by demand-side factors that have a direct effect on

the labor market.

In this paper, we exploit a unique natural experiment of vast and rapid improvement

in access to public transportation in Arab localities in Israel to examine the labor market

impacts of public transportation on labor market outcomes.2 This vast improvement in public

transportation stemmed from an increasing effort of the Israeli government to adopt policies

that prioritize social and economic inclusion of the Arab population, efforts that culminated in

the passage of government resolution 1539 in 2010. This resolution promoted initial investment

in public transit and related infrastructure of 101 million NIS, and generated an increase of

over 200% in the number of weekly bus rides in Arab localities between 2010-2018.

This reform that takes place within the Israeli context, constitutes a unique setup to

investigate the effect of spatial segregation and transportation constraints on labor market

outcomes. In Israel, Jewish and Arab citizens tend to cluster in segregated localities. Hence

it is very unlikely that changes made to public transportation that connect Jewish and Arab

1The SMH was originated in the US context and argue that the high unemployment rates of black

communities in central city might be due to the suburbanization of jobs, and the inability of those residents to

relocate closer to jobs.
2We use the terms Israeli Arabs to represent the population Arabs who are citizens of the state of Israel

(approximately 1.9 million individuals in 2020). This population does not include Palestinian residents of East

Jerusalem, which possess a different residency status, nor does it include the Palestinian residents of the West

Bank and Gaza.
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localities will cause Jews (Arabs) to move to Arab (Jewish) localities or induce firms to reallocate

to Arab cities. The combination of detailed administrative employer-employee level data on all

Israeli-Arabs in Israel with the exogenous shift in public transportation accessibility created

by the reform, enable us to study the causal effect of public transportation on labor market

outcomes, and assess the importance of spatial frictions on aggregate labor market disparities.

We study the short run effect of this vast improvement in bus transportation on the

employment rates and earnings of Arab men and women. To do so, we use a difference-in-

differences event study design, exploiting variation in the timing of implementation of the reform

across localities. In particular, we compare localities where the number of busses serving that

locality remained constant between 2010 and 2016 and received a significant increase in busses

after our sample period, to localities that received a substantial increase in busses sometime

between 2011 and 2016. Thus, while all localities in our data faced a significant need for public

transportation improvement, differences in implementation time provide plausibly exogenous

variation in treatment.

Our main estimates suggest that the reform may have had a small positive effect on the

employment rates and earnings of both men and women. However, this effect is noisily measured

and emerges only 4 to 5 years after the introduction of buses to the locality. These results suggest

that improvements in public transportation accessibility may have increased the probability of

finding a job, together with access to jobs with higher salaries.

We then expand our analysis to heterogeneous difference-in-difference models to understand

whether the noisily estimated coefficient is driven by substantial levels of treatment effect

heterogeneity across locations combined with non stationarity. If this were the case, then the

two-way year and locality fixed effect coefficients in our model are in practice a non-convex

average of the heterogeneous group-specific ATT, inducing some negative weights and resulting

in estimates that don’t have a causal interpretation. To account for these issues, we follow

Sun and Abraham (2020) and estimate an “interaction-weighted” (IW) difference-in-differences

event-study model which is a convex average of all group specific effects. Using the IW estimates

we find that the long run positive effect is driven almost entirely by localities that received buses

in 2011, while the rest of the localities experience no significant effect at any event time. By

comparing the traditional two-way fixed effect event study results to the IW estimates, we find

that there is no outstanding heterogeneity that flips the OLS weights.

Despite the fact that the 2011 busses expansion was the most prominent expansion observed
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in our data, we are unable to interpret our estimates as causal based on this one treatment year.

This is due to the fact that our data begins only in 2010, so we lack a sufficient pre treatment

period for this event to examine pre-trends.3 When estimating our full event study with all

treatment years, the data is unbalanced, so that the pre-event estimates are driven by localities

that received treatment in later years and the post-event estimates are driven by localities that

received treatment in earlier years. The implication of this data limitation is that we are unable

to observe a sufficiently large time horizon for the pre and post period for the localities and our

estimates are driven by comparisons across different groups of localities. Thus, we are unable

to conclude whether or not the busses expansion to Arab localities in Israel had a significant

impact on employment.

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss the

literature examining the impact of public transportation improvements on labor force outcomes.

Section 3 discuses the context of the Israeli Arab population. Section 4 describes that data and

reports summary statistics. Section 5 presents out main analysis of the effect of the reform.

Section 6 explores robustness tests and section 7 concludes.

2 Literature Review

The previous literature examining the effect of public transportation expansions on labor force

outcomes have often produced mixed results. Studies outside of the US context often find

limited effects of public transportation expansions on residents. Tsivanidis (2019) finds that

after the opening of the world’s largest Bus Rapid Transit system–Trans Milenio in Bogota, the

city experienced a large aggregate positive welfare effect. However, they find that the positive

effect on the city was not driven by improving the welfare of those who took advantage of the

new transit system (mostly low-skilled workers), but from higher skilled workers who have more

employment opportunities and greater flexibility in terms of residential location regardless of

access to public transportation. This resulted from a general equilibrium effect where residents

3In 2010, the Israeli Transportation Authority updated their system for tracking public transportation across

localities. While we were able to gain access to earlier data from their prior system, the data was missing from

many of the main bus companies, making the bus counts from this period inaccurate. Unfortunately, our

attempts to fill in the missing data directly from bus companies as well as from the localities themselves were

unsuccessful.
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and employers relocated across neighborhoods.

Gaduh et al. (2018) examine the introduction of the TransJakarta Bus Rapid Transit system,

a public transport initiative designed to improve mobility for commuters in the greater Jakarta

metropolitan area. In practice, the new public bus transportation was inefficient, inducing

long commuting time. As a result, they find that the introduction of buses did not increase

transit ridership or reduce motor vehicle ownership. They compare changes in outcomes for

neighborhoods close to stations to neighborhoods close to planned but un-built stations and

find no effect on bus use and an increase in congestion because the buses occupied crucial road

space. This result highlights an important factor that needs to be taken into consideration when

examining the impact of public transportation expansions. Increasing the availability of public

transportation does not necessarily imply a change in commuter behavior. This concern has

been raised in by Barak et al. (2019) after evaluating survey responses on public transportation

usage surrounding the Arab Busses Reform examined in this paper. The low reported usage

rates of public buses in the Arab sector in Israel might be another explanation for the noisy

results reported in this paper.

Most recent empirical work evaluating the spatial mismatch hypothesis in the US context

provide support for the importance of space, however the results are sensitive to how job

accessibility is measured (Ellwood, 1986; Raphael, 1998) and, more importantly, are unable to

establish a compelling causal relationship. Recent work by Andersson et al. (2018) and Miller

(2018) present compelling evidence on how search duration decreases with job accessibility,

and how Black sub-urbanization helped to shrink the existing gaps in search duration between

Blacks and Whites.4 Andersson et al. (2018) use employer-employee data together with person

specific jobs accessibility measure and find that displaced workers among minority groups are

more likely to find a job after being displaced if they have better job accessibility. Miller (2018)

finds that sub-urbanization of employment opportunities in the US caused declines in black

employment rates from 1970 to 2000.

Recent literature examining the effect of a public bus transportation expansion in Israel

found some positive effects on men. Abu-Qarn and Lichtman-Sadot (2019) study how an

increase in the number of buses in 2007 in Arab localities affected employment and post

secondary education decisions of young adults using survey data collected between 2004 and

2014. They find that young adult men were more likely to work and less likely to study if

4The term sub-urbanization related to the immigration of people from the city to the suburbs.
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their locality didn’t receive a bus line that connected it to an institution of higher education.

On the other hand, male residents of localities that became connected to institutions of higher

education, experienced an increase in the likelihood of studying, without a decrease in labor

force participation. The effect on women is less clear. These results are in line with our analysis

that finds a noisy increase in male employment. In a different paper, Abu-Qarn et al. (2021)

find that the bus expansion also increased the accessibility and utilization of health care services

for Arab residents.

Lastly, Barak (2019) uses a representative sample of 5 percent of Israeli Arabs to study the

2010 bus reform, using the same bus data as in our study. He finds that 4 years after the reform,

it had no effect on employment levels of Arab residents. Interestingly, his results are very similar

to those reported in this paper despite applying a different research design to a much smaller

sample.5 To further investigate his null results, Barak et al. (2019) launched a survey in Arab

localities to study whether the lack of public transportation affects Arab women employment

decisions. He finds that although 33% of women report that they use public transportation, it

is mostly for groceries, leisure, and education, and to a much lesser extent for commuting to

work.

3 Background

Arab citizens in Israel, who accounted for 20.9% of the Israeli population in 2017, are the

biggest Israeli minority group. This group is characterized by relatively low levels of education,

low participation rates in the labor force, and lower wages relative to the Jewish population

(Abu-Bader and Gottlieb, 2009; Yashiv and Kasir, 2011).6 The majority of the Israeli Arab

5Unlike our research design, he studies the relationship between employment and the number of buses per

capita in the locality interacted with whether the individual had a driving license before the reform. He assumes

that individuals without driving license are more likely to use buses and therefore, to find a job. One concern with

within localities analysis, is that the reform could affect all the individuals in the locality, including those with

a driving license. For example, the reform might have also improved the infrastructure, and could potentially

reduce congestion that could generate positive effect of employment of car drivers.
6The labor force participation (LFP) rate of Arab men are 63% and 28% for women in 2017, comparing to

LFP of 70% for Jewish men and 66% for Jewish women. In 2017 25.7% Israeli Arabs had more than 12 years

of schooling, comparing 55% of the Jewish population. The average wage of Israeli Arabs is 58% of the average

wage of Jews in Israel.
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population, 75%, reside in segregated localities (localities with a population that is less than

5% Jewish), that have urban characteristics, and are relatively far from main employment hubs

and commercial areas.7 This geographic distance is augmented by low rates of car ownership8

and a general lack of access to public transportation. In figure 1 we plot the number of weekly

rides per 1000 residents of busses crossing Arab and Jewish locations for the years 2011 to 2017.

In 2011, the number of weekly rides in Arab localities was 38% of the number in Jewish and

mixed localities, an indication for the poor connectivity to the public transportation system.

In an effort to adopt policies that prioritize social and economic inclusion of the Arab

population, in 2007 the minister of transportation announced a five year plan to invest over

200,000,000 NIS annually in improving public transportation in Arab localities. While this

program received much media coverage, the implementation was limited due to political difficulties

and and severe infrastructure barriers. Unfortunately, there was no government followup

tracking actual improvements that occurred during this period, and a consistent database of

public bus transportation was only created in 2010.

In order to further complete this process, the Israeli government passed resolution 1539

in 2010. In that resolution the government targeted minority towns for investment in the

areas of economic development and public transit. The Ministry of Transportation was tasked

with implementing the public transit component of the program with a total budget of 101

million NIS. The goals of the resolution were: creating public transit lines within the localities,

connecting these localities to major cities and traffic arteries, creating intercity bus terminals,

and upgrading roads within towns. The resolution states that they plan to focus on large

localities with enough infrastructure to allow bus accessibility, and that have an elected local

leadership that performed decent fiscal management. Beyond these descriptions, there is very

little information available on how the funds were allocated, how the schedule was planned and

what determined which locality became treated at what point in time.

7Industrial areas are scarce in and around Arab localities. For example, In 2010, out of 66,300 dunam

of space allocated for industrial development in local councils in Israel’s northern and southern regions, only

3.2% are located in 20 Arab localities. Out of those, only around 60% have actually been utilized. In Israel’s

northern region, 51% of the population is Arab, but only 18% of the industrial areas in that region are under

the jurisdiction of Arab localities (Hai and Shoham, 2013)
8In 2007 citizens in Arab localities had an average of 168 private vehicles per thousands of residents, compare

to 246 in the general Israeli population
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4 Data and Summary Statistics

Our study takes advantage of detailed data from three sources: a dataset containing all bus

lines and their frequencies in Israel between the years 2010-2018 from the Israeli ministry of

transportation, a publicly available locality level database maintained by the Central Bureau

of Statistics (CBS) which includes mean characteristics of each locality in Israel, and an

administrative individual-level panel dataset of all Arab citizens in Israel constructed for this

project by the National Insurance Institute (NII) covering the years 2010-2016.

The pubic bus transportation data includes detailed information for all bus lines with the

number of weekly and daily trips for each Arab locality in Israel between 2010-2018. The

general trend in number of busses per capita by the main religion of the locality is presented in

figure 1. We can see that throughout this time period, Jewish localities had on average more

buses per capita, and that during this time period the number of buses increased substantially

for the two groups. Overall, the gaps in bus accessibility between Jewish and Arab localities

remained after the reform. However, as we will see below, some Arab localities did experience

a large change in accessibility to public buses.

Figure 1: Average number of buses per-capita in Arab and non-Arab localities
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Note: This figure presents the average number of buses per 1000 residents in Arabs and non-Arabs localities in

years 2011-2017.

Using the bus data, we identified for every Arab locality the first year in which it gained
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a substantial increase in the number of buses and we categorized this year as the ”treatment

year”.9 Localities that did not experience a substantial increase in any of these years are referred

as a control group.10 Figure 2a presents the change over time in the number of weekly buses

for localities included in the treatment group between 2011-2016 grouped by treatment year

and the equivalent number for localities included in the control group. Because the group of

localities that were treated in 2015 are characterized by a relatively high base-level of number of

buses we also present in figure 2a only the treatment groups of years 2011-2014 and the control

group.

Figure 2: Number of weekly buses by treatment group
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Note: This figure presents the average number of weekly buses by treatment group. Treatment groups are

defined according to the year they experienced a significant expansion in busses.

Figure 3 plots the geographical distribution of the percentage change in the number of

buses in every year between 2011-2016 compared to year 2010 in each Arab locality in our

main sample. Not surprisingly, the localities in our sample are mostly located in the northern

parts of Israel, as this is a major concentration area of Arabs in Israel. It is also apparent from

the figure that most localities experienced a sharp increase in the number of buses compared

to the baseline year of 2010 sometime between 2011 and 2016. Those localities where busses

9We define as a substantial gain, an increase of at least 30%. We exclude from our analysis localities that

experienced a continuous increase in the number of buses during the period of interest as we cannot clearly

identify a ”pre” and ”post” period.
10For the full list localities see appendix section 1.
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remained fairly constant across this period were allocated to our control group. In figure 4 we

plot the geographical distribution of localities by treatment group assignment. We can see that

the biggest treatment group, the localities that received a sharp increase in busses in 2011, are

spread throughout the country, while the rest of the treatment groups are concentrated in the

Center and North of Israel.

Figure 3: Percent change in number of buses compared to 2010, 2010-2016

Buses_2011 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
Between 10% and 58%
Between 58% and 116%
Between 116% and 277%
277% or more

(a) 2011

Buses_2012 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
Between 10% and 58%
Between 58% and 116%
Between 116% and 277%
277% or more

(b) 2012

Buses_2013 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
Between 10% and 58%
Between 58% and 116%
Between 116% and 277%
277% or more

(c) 2013

Buses_2014 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
Between 10% and 58%
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Between 116% and 277%
277% or more

(d) 2014

Buses_2015 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
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277% or more

(e) 2015

Buses_2016 (increase compared to 2010)
10% or less
Between 10% and 58%
Between 58% and 116%
Between 116% and 277%
277% or more

(f) 2016

Note: This figure presents a map with all the localities in our study. For each locality and year darker dots

represent a higher change in the number of weekly buses compared to 2010.

Table 1 presents the number of localities and the number of buses and lines in each treatment

group. Column 1 presents the means and number of localities in the control group, column 2

presents the means and number of localities of all treatment groups, and columns 3-8 present

the same information for each event study group in the treatment group. The localities that

received buses earlier had on average fewer buses in 2010 before the reform, and besides the

two localities treated in 2012, the population size of the treatment and control groups are of

similar size. Moreover, as is also apparent in figure 2a, the treatment group of 2015 had the

highest base-level of bus connectivity.

The CBS data includes aggregate annual level data for large localities11 in Israel during

11The CBS aggregate data include information on localities with at least 50,000 residents.
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Table 1: Number of localities and bus intensity by treatment group

Treatment year

Control Treatment 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

# of localities 19 53 20 2 8 12 4 7

Population (thousands)

2010 9.0 10.7 9.8 3.9 7.7 11.9 22.4 10.0

2014 9.6 11.3 10.6 4.1 8.2 11.9 23.2 11.4

2016 9.9 11.8 11.0 4.3 8.6 12.3 23.6 12.1

2018 10.1 12.0 11.2 4.4 8.7 12.6 23.9 12.5

# of weekly buses

2010 275.3 348.9 173.2 155.0 103.9 378.0 1422.5 523.1

2014 303.2 526.4 380.7 473.0 231.3 636.7 1522.8 537.0

2016 341.6 642.3 443.6 857.0 266.4 730.7 1968.5 669.4

2018 577.0 861.7 651.0 826.5 408.8 977.2 2564.0 820.4

# of lines

2010 3.6 4.5 4.0 3.0 2.4 5.4 11.3 3.6

2014 3.9 5.9 5.7 6.0 4.3 7.0 9.0 4.7

2016 4.4 6.4 5.8 10.5 3.9 7.4 11.8 5.0

2018 5.9 8.1 7.5 11.5 5.5 9.8 13.3 6.0

Note: This table presents the number of localities, buses and lines for all localities included in our

study. The treated localities summarized in column (2) are localities that already had buses in

2010 and received a sharp increase in the number of busses serving their locality some time between

2011 and 2016. Localities in the control group are localities where busses remained fairly constant

throughout the entire period.
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Figure 4: The geographical distribution of treatment groups
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Note: This figure presents the geographical distribution of the localities in our study, by treatment group.

the period of our study. This data provides information on inflow and outflow of residents,

car usage, average wages of employed individuals and the number of employed persons in each

locality. Appendix Table A1 presents the main aggregate statistics of each treatment group in

2010, before the reform took place. We can see that on average there is no substantial difference

between the treatment groups in average monthly earnings, number of employees per capita in

the locality, immigration, immigration patterns, or car use.

The NII administrative data contains individual level information on all Israeli Arabs

between the ages of 15-65 during the years 2004-2016. The information includes: date of birth,

number of months worked, yearly earnings, transfers and allowances, marital status, number of

children, locality of residence, and higher education attainment. Besides allowing us to track

the same individual over time, another advantage of using these data relative to the aggregate

CBS data is that it also includes small localities. In addition, we observe detailed demographic

characteristics allowing us to examine heterogeneous treatment effects. Table 2 presents the

descriptive statistics of individuals in 2010 (before the reform), stratified by treatment group

categories. Overall, localities treated at different years seem to have similar educational levels,
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employment rates, and earnings, on average. These patterns are also similar to the average of

the control group. The only exception is the group of localities treated in 2012 that appear to

be more disadvantaged both in terms of educational levels and labor market outcomes.

5 Did the Expansion of Bus Accessibility Affect Employment

and Earnings?

In this section we analyze the effect of the public bus transportation reform on employment

rates and earnings of residents in Arab localities. We start by examining correlations between

changes in the number of buses per capita and labor force outcomes at the locality level and

find no relationship between these two variables. We then apply an event study design at the

individual level, studying the effect of a sharp increase in the number of buses serving a given

locality on wages and the probability that an individual residing in that area is employed.

The event study design suggests some positive effects of the busses expansion on labor market

outcomes that take place four to five years later.

5.1 Aggregate Level Analysis

We start our analysis by examining whether the raw aggregate level data suggests a straightforward

relationship between the number of weekly buses in a locality and employment and earnings.

In figure 5 we plot the bin scatter showing the relationship between the number of weekly buses

per 1000 residents and the number of employees per 1000 residents or the average monthly

earnings of employed individuals. To account for differences in levels between localities and

time effects we residualized all variables using time and locality fixed effects. We plot 50 bins

of equal size and the regression line. The line slope is equivalent to the β coefficient of the

following two-way fixed effect regression:

Yjt = βBusesjt + αj + γt + εjt

Where Busesjt is the number of buses per capita in locality j in year t, Yjt is the outcome

variable (employment or earnings) of locality j, in year t, and αj and γt are locality and year

effects.

12



Table 2: Descriptive statistics for individuals included in the study by treatment group

Treatment year

Control 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

# of indviduals - men 60631 75113 11540 19190 57123 27030 17230

# of indviduals - women 54777 71409 10353 17734 53278 25609 17119

Muslims 0.693 0.783 0.994 0.771 0.893 0.689 0.929

Christians 0.099 0.044 0.006 0.030 0.067 0.248 0.071

Druze 0.209 0.174 0.000 0.199 0.007 0.063 0.000

# of children

Men 2.192 2.249 2.450 2.345 2.268 2.010 2.911

( 2.286) ( 2.368) ( 2.799) ( 2.393) ( 2.296) ( 2.107) ( 3.519)

Women 2.631 2.645 2.897 2.773 2.699 2.378 3.289

( 2.314) ( 2.376) ( 2.843) ( 2.423) ( 2.312) ( 2.131) ( 3.192)

Real earnings

Men 53740 53251 50881 60340 57054 58426 51139

(64116) (61771) (58960) (67042) (66831) (73720) (61795)

Women 16389 16620 13377 15227 17345 21472 14297

(31728) (31074) (29414) (31122) (34145) (39590) (27318)

Employment (1)

Men 0.802 0.787 0.780 0.808 0.815 0.811 0.782

( 0.399) ( 0.410) ( 0.415) ( 0.394) ( 0.388) ( 0.391) ( 0.413)

Women 0.423 0.446 0.339 0.402 0.405 0.462 0.419

( 0.494) ( 0.497) ( 0.474) ( 0.490) ( 0.491) ( 0.499) ( 0.493)

Share self employed

Men 0.121 0.109 0.107 0.116 0.137 0.128 0.077

( 0.326) ( 0.312) ( 0.310) ( 0.321) ( 0.344) ( 0.334) ( 0.267)

Women 0.029 0.026 0.015 0.027 0.027 0.024 0.014

( 0.169) ( 0.159) ( 0.122) ( 0.161) ( 0.162) ( 0.152) ( 0.117)

Unemployment benefits

Men 574.324 510.263 381.000 559.577 552.495 644.303 398.863

( 3210.954) ( 3105.196) ( 2556.989) ( 3248.025) ( 3184.066) ( 3501.614) ( 2716.275)

Women 233.951 183.471 120.365 141.723 131.451 172.043 153.166

( 1781.233) ( 1534.461) ( 1262.103) ( 1384.625) ( 1268.506) ( 1502.487) ( 1353.257)

Months unemployed

Men 0.187 0.162 0.133 0.177 0.180 0.203 0.128

( 0.984) ( 0.923) ( 0.832) ( 0.966) ( 0.974) ( 1.035) ( 0.805)

Women 0.107 0.086 0.051 0.068 0.065 0.079 0.074

( 0.748) ( 0.654) ( 0.473) ( 0.586) ( 0.555) ( 0.625) ( 0.584)

University degree

Men 0.389 0.394 0.375 0.394 0.391 0.392 0.395

( 0.488) ( 0.489) ( 0.484) ( 0.489) ( 0.488) ( 0.488) ( 0.489)

Women 0.390 0.393 0.379 0.382 0.393 0.393 0.390

( 0.488) ( 0.488) ( 0.485) ( 0.486) ( 0.488) ( 0.488) ( 0.488)

Note: This table presents the descriptive statistics of Arabs living in the localities in our study in year 2010, by treatment status.

Standard deviations are in parenthesis. Source: NII administrative data.
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Figure 5: Bin scatter of the number of busses per 1000 residents and employment and earnings
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(c) Employment per 1000 residents

Note: This figure presents a scatter plot of the number of buses per capita on: (a) men’s earnings, (b)

Women’s earnings, and (c) Employment, after residualizing for locality and time effects.
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We find no statistically significant relationship between the number of buses per capita and

employment or earnings. One possible threat to our natural experiment and to estimating the

effect of public transit on labor market outcomes could be that the measured effect resulted from

changes in the population that resided in affected localities, instead of a change in opportunity

for the affected population. This would be a concern if the introduction of buses changed

firms’ or individuals’ location decisions. We argue that this general equilibrium reaction is very

unlikely in the Israeli context as mobility rates of the Arab population are very low.

To verify that the introduction of busses did not result in immigration or emigration from

and to the treated Arab localities, we estimate the following regression using the aggregated

level CBS data:

Immjt = βBusesjt + αj + γt + εjt (1)

Where Busesjt is the number of buses or the number of buses per capita in locality j in year

t, Immjt is the number of residents per 1000 population that immigrate from or to locality j

in year t, and αj and γt are locality and year effects. If the introduction of buses did not affect

immigration we would expect β to be zero.

The results of this analysis are presented panels (a) and (b) in Table 3. Columns 1 and 3 do

not include locality fixed effect while columns 2 and 4 do. While comparing localities without

controlling for locality fixed effects, suggests some positive correlation between immigration

from localities and the number of buses, these effects disappear when including locality fixed

effects.

Another important dimension that might affect the interpretation of the results is car usage.

The increase in busses could result in a reduction of car usage due to substitution between

private and public transportation without having a major effect on labor market outcomes.

Alternatively, car usage could increase due to road construction that accompanied the expansion

of busses in Arab localities providing further access to labor markets.12 Unfortunately, we do

not have data on car usage but can examine aggregate data on the number of private cars

owned by residents of each locality in Israel based on CBS counts. In panel (c) of Table 3 we

apply the same model as in equation 1 but define the outcome variable ownershipjt as the rate

of private car ownership in the locality. While the point estimates are negative, they are small

12Gaduh et al. (2018) find, in a study in Jakarta, that the introduction of the Bus Transit System in the city

actually increased the use of private car and motorcycle, indicating for the poor quality of the system.
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and not statistically significant from zero. Overall, we find no evidence for significant changes

in car ownership following the expansion of busses.

Table 3: The effect of the reform on immigration and private car ownership

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(a) Emigration to locality

# of weekly buses -0.0000 0.0004

(0.0002) (0.0006)

# of weekly buses per capita 0.0268* 0.0138

(0.0108) (0.0243)

(b) Immigration from locality

# of weekly buses 0.0017*** 0.0004

(0.0001) (0.0005)

# of weekly buses per capita 0.0646*** 0.0073

(0.0141) (0.0131)

(c) Private car ratio

# of weekly buses 0.0024 -0.0045

(0.0051) (0.0023)

# of weekly buses per capita -0.1478 -0.0187

(0.1587) (0.0605)

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality FE No Yes No Yes

N 497 497 497 497

Note: This table presents the relationship between number of buses per capita,

immigration, emigration and the private car ratio, using the locality level CBS data.

Standard errors are clustered at the locality level and presented in parenthesis.

One possible explanation for the null labor market outcomes results is that the count of the

number of buses serving a locality is not an accurate measure of accessibility to buses. It could

be that in order to generate a substantial effect on labor force outcomes, a locality needs to

experience a sharp jump in the number of buses serving that locality. Indeed, articles reporting

on public transportation accessibility to Arab localities in Israel often highlight the difficulties

faced by commuters who are able to exit their locality with a newly added bus but lack an

adequate solution for their commute back home (Barak et al., 2019). Figure 2b illustrates

that most localities in our data did experience a significant jump in busses, providing us with

the opportunity to examine the impact of a ”real” change in commuting costs realized by

individuals residing in that locality. Therefore, we next turn to examining the effect of a jump

in the number of buses accounting for time trends by using localities where busses remained
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fairly constant during this period as a comparison group.

5.2 Individual Level Analysis

To study the effect of a sharp increase in the number of buses serving a locality we use individual

level panel data provided by NNI and estimate the following event study equation:

Yijt =
∑
k

βk1{t− ej = k}+X ′ijtφ+ αj + γt + εijt (2)

Where ej is the event year of treatment of locality j. βk captures the leads and lags of the

effect up to 5 years after the treatment and 6 years before treatment, Yit is the outcome of

individual i from locality j, either yearly earnings (including zero’s for individuals who are

unemployed) or an indicator for whether the individual is working for at least one month in

year t. αj and γt are locality and year effects, and Xit are controls for locality size, marital

status, age, age squared and religion. We normalize the value of β−1 = 0. In the appendix

we also explore specifications where we replace the locality fixed effect with individual level

fixed effects. We run these regression separately by gender because the expansion may have

been especially important for women if they are less likely to use alternative modes of public

transportation such as private mini-busses, or alternatively, less important, if social norms or

childcare considerations result in decreased willingness to utilize public transportation or if

other barriers such as norms regarding women’s employment outside their locality of residence

are binding women’s employment.13

The main identification assumption for our event study design is the parallel trends assumption.

While outcomes in treatment and comparison groups may differ, we need to assume that their

trends should have remained the same in the absence of treatment. If this assumption holds,

any change in the difference in outcomes before and after the reform can be attributed to the

expansion of busses. While this assumption cannot be tested, we provide some supporting

evidence for its feasibility by showing that trends in the pre-treatment period were similar.

This is done by testing whether the coefficients βk when k < 0 are statistically insignificant

from zero. To asses the impact of the reform over time, we look at the magnitude and change

in βk when k > 0.

13Barak et al. (2019) finds in a survey from 2019 that young women in Arab localities are less likely to have

a driving licence and more likely to use public bus transportation.
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Figure 6 presents the main results based on a specification that includes locality fixed-

effects, and appendix figure A1 presents the results when controlling for individual level fixed-

effects. First, reassuringly, we find that no differences between trends in treated and comparison

localities in the pre-treatment period both for men and women on the main outcomes of

interest. For both earnings and employment, the point estimates of the treatment effect prior

the treatment are very close to zero and statistically insignificant from zero.

In contrast to the aggregate level results, we find that the effect of a significant increase

in bus transportation accessibility on men’s employment 4 to 5 years after receiving treatment

is positive and marginally significant (significant at the 10% level). The effect on earnings is

also positive 4 to 5 years after receiving treatment, but it is not statistically significant from

zero. Arab women experience similar trends in employment and earnings, but the standard

errors are too big to detect a positive effect for either employment or earnings outcomes at the

conventional statistical levels.

5.3 Unbalanced Event-Study and Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

In this section, we expand our analysis to heterogeneous difference-in-difference treatment effect

models to examine whether the noisily estimated coefficient for the effect of the busses expansion

on labor market outcomes is driven by substantial levels of treatment effect heterogeneity across

locations combined with non stationarity (see, e.g. Sun and Abraham (2020)).

Specifically, in cases of heterogeneous treatment effects and non stationarity, the two-way

fixed effect coefficients are a non-convex average of the heterogeneous group-specific treatment

effects, which would induce negative weights for some groups and result in estimates that lack

a casual interpretation. To account for these issues, we follow Sun and Abraham (2020) and

estimate the “interaction-weighted” (IW) event-study model, which is a convex average of all

the group specific effects. To estimate the IW model we follow the following steps. First we

estimate the semi-saturated model:

Yijt =
2016∑
e=2011

∑
k=2010−e

δe,k1{t− e = k}1{ej = e}+X ′itφ+ αj + γt + εijt (3)

Where e ∈ {2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016} is the treatment year, and δe,k captures the

leads and lags of the effect k years after treatment for treatment group e. Since our panel is

not balanced another advantage of estimating this model is that it transparently shows which
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Figure 6: Event study with locality fixed effects, treatment groups 2011-2016
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(d) Women - earnings

Note: This figure presents the event study results of equation 2 and 95 pecent confidence intervals. Standard

errors are clustered at the locality level.
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treatment years and groups are driving the main results in figure 6.

The IW estimator is given by a weighted average of the estimates δ̂e,k ’s:

βk =
∑
e

Nk
e∑

eN
k
e

δ̂e,k (4)

Where Nk
e is the number of individuals in localities that were treated in year e and appear in

the data k years after treatment.

The estimates of equation 3 when including locality fixed-effects are presented in columns 3-

8 in tables 4 and 5, and the estimates with individual fixed effects are presented in the appendix

tables A2 and A3. The semi-saturated model reveals that almost all of the effect observed in

event times 4 and 5 (4 to 5 years after the large increase in busses) is driven by localities that

were treated in 2011, while localities that received treatment in later years experience almost

no significant effect, and the treatment group 2012 actually experienced a negative treatment

effect in both earnings and employment. While in some ways this result might be reasonable as

localities treated earlier tended to be worse off (perhaps in greater need of public transportation

improvements), we cannot provide a definite proof for a causal effect as we lack pre-treatment

data for these localities. Due to data limitations our busses data begins only in 2010, which

means that our event study is unbalanced. The treatment group of 2011 is observed only one

year before treatment, but 5 years after. In contrast, the treatment group of 2016 is observed 6

years before treatment but only one year after treatment. The semi-saturated model highlights

that our measured effects for the leads and lags in the event study are driven by different

treatment groups.14

In column 1 we present the two-way fixed effects estimates from figure 6 and in column 2

we present the IW estimates from equation 4. These estimates are also plotted in figure 7 (and

with individual fixed effects in appendix table A2). Comparing these two estimates we learn

that there is no substantial difference between the IW and the FE estimates which suggests

that there is no outstanding heterogeneity, and that the OLS weights are indeed positive. An

exception are the results for women annual earnings. While we did not obtain a statistically

significant effect on women’s earnings when applying the two-way fixed effects model, we do

14We invested considerable effort to obtain data on busses in previous years. This included extracting data

from the old database of the Israeli Transportation Authority, receiving data from Egged, and contacting the

localities directly by phone. Unfortunately, we were unable to configure a consistent story of bus accessibility

in these earlier years.
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Table 4: The effect of an increase in busses on employment rates by gender, 2010-2016

FE estimate IW estimate group specific ATT

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Men

-6 -0.002 -0.007 -0.007

( 0.007) ( 0.010) ( 0.010)

-5 0.000 -0.005 -0.011 0.005

( 0.007) ( 0.008) ( 0.010) ( 0.009)

-4 -0.000 -0.005 -0.014 0.006 -0.003

( 0.005) ( 0.004) ( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.007)

-3 -0.001 -0.002 0.002 -0.007 0.002 -0.002

( 0.003) ( 0.002) ( 0.005) ( 0.004) ( 0.003) ( 0.008)

-2 -0.000 -0.001 -0.012 0.003 -0.005 0.002 -0.002

( 0.002) ( 0.001) ( 0.005) ( 0.002) ( 0.003) ( 0.003) ( 0.006)

0 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.000 0.006 0.001 -0.011 0.009

( 0.003) ( 0.003) ( 0.004) ( 0.009) ( 0.003) ( 0.003) ( 0.011) ( 0.007)

1 -0.001 -0.001 0.006 -0.014 0.005 -0.010 -0.003

( 0.003) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.007) ( 0.004) ( 0.008) ( 0.004)

2 0.003 0.005 0.011 -0.011 0.001 -0.003

( 0.004) ( 0.004) ( 0.006) ( 0.008) ( 0.009) ( 0.007)

3 0.004 0.010 0.013 -0.039 0.005

( 0.004) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.010) ( 0.006)

4 0.015 0.016 0.018 -0.028

( 0.008) ( 0.011) ( 0.011) ( 0.006)

5 0.012 0.017 0.017

( 0.007) ( 0.007) ( 0.007)

Women

-6 -0.010 -0.018 -0.018

( 0.012) ( 0.010) ( 0.010)

-5 -0.002 -0.003 0.007 -0.018

( 0.010) ( 0.008) ( 0.011) ( 0.009)

-4 0.002 -0.001 -0.004 0.011 -0.014

( 0.007) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.005) ( 0.008)

-3 0.001 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 0.007 -0.011

( 0.005) ( 0.003) ( 0.009) ( 0.005) ( 0.003) ( 0.009)

-2 -0.004 -0.005 0.002 -0.002 -0.011 0.006 -0.013

( 0.004) ( 0.002) ( 0.003) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.004) ( 0.007)

0 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.007 0.010 -0.001 -0.005 0.003

( 0.002) ( 0.002) ( 0.003) ( 0.007) ( 0.006) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.004)

1 -0.003 -0.003 0.004 0.012 0.003 -0.008 -0.013

( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.011) ( 0.005) ( 0.007) ( 0.008)

2 -0.000 0.001 0.008 -0.020 0.001 -0.007

( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.007) ( 0.005) ( 0.007) ( 0.009)

3 -0.001 0.002 0.003 -0.013 0.001

( 0.007) ( 0.006) ( 0.007) ( 0.016) ( 0.009)

4 0.008 0.011 0.012 -0.010

( 0.010) ( 0.010) ( 0.010) ( 0.012)

5 0.016 0.018 0.018

( 0.012) ( 0.012) ( 0.012)

Note: This table presents the FE and weighted estimates of the leads and lags of the effect of an increase

in busses in a locality on the employment rate. Column 1 presents the results from estimating equation (1).

Columns 3-6 presents the δ̂ek from estimating equation (2). Column (2) is weighted by group size average of

columns 3-4. Event time -1 serves as a base-level. All standard errors in parentheses are clustered by locality.
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Table 5: The effect of an increase in busses on annual earnings by gender, 2010-2016

FE estimate IW estimate group specific ATT

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Men

-6 -356.0 428.3 428.3

( 1542.5) ( 1866.3) ( 1866.3)

-5 -757.9 -1657.0 -3978.9 2466.0

( 1392.9) ( 1372.9) ( 2071.4) ( 916.7)

-4 -250.6 -749.0 -2256.0 334.2 1520.6

( 684.3) ( 627.5) ( 938.5) ( 556.6) ( 846.0)

-3 -621.9 -556.9 -79.4 -1629.9 -677.9 2127.0

( 427.5) ( 363.8) ( 988.9) ( 560.9) ( 448.2) ( 874.2)

-2 -225.7 -221.6 524.5 1201.5 -1374.5 -197.3 1270.5

( 298.6) ( 275.7) ( 462.1) ( 1177.0) ( 452.7) ( 264.2) ( 927.7)

0 175.9 265.1 222.8 -1219.3 2513.1 128.6 -838.9 596.6

( 405.8) ( 375.0) ( 493.0) ( 542.9) ( 679.3) ( 351.2) ( 1856.7) ( 634.3)

1 87.6 -256.2 -232.5 -624.0 1820.1 -990.2 -381.9

( 387.8) ( 484.0) ( 697.5) ( 600.7) ( 1091.3) ( 984.1) ( 555.0)

2 297.4 486.1 932.0 -1892.8 1180.1 -218.2

( 566.6) ( 593.9) ( 770.6) ( 694.0) ( 1905.5) ( 863.4)

3 234.0 926.2 801.4 -5623.7 2436.5

( 687.5) ( 716.1) ( 803.2) ( 1163.2) ( 1445.6)

4 1054.6 188.6 427.6 -4699.6

( 1088.9) ( 1266.4) ( 1312.4) ( 1055.8)

5 984.6 1202.7 1202.7

( 910.0) ( 922.6) ( 922.6)

Women

-6 418.7 142.8 142.8

( 1025.5) ( 778.8) ( 778.8)

-5 -169.5 -696.2 -1788.4 1175.0

( 782.1) ( 645.5) ( 772.8) ( 742.3)

-4 -166.3 -317.6 -1195.5 398.0 713.5

( 487.1) ( 390.0) ( 515.2) ( 402.1) ( 527.2)

-3 -78.8 -60.3 -571.7 -328.6 359.0 431.1

( 327.8) ( 289.2) ( 623.0) ( 440.5) ( 329.6) ( 429.8)

-2 -69.2 -62.4 -244.9 -193.9 -391.4 493.4 -5.8

( 181.8) ( 144.4) ( 154.2) ( 335.3) ( 290.6) ( 222.7) ( 342.7)

0 41.2 138.9 368.6 -636.5 75.0 -126.7 147.6 203.9

( 130.1) ( 123.8) ( 169.2) ( 238.4) ( 271.4) ( 263.9) ( 330.4) ( 162.1)

1 79.4 146.9 431.9 -739.9 -496.4 -105.3 416.8

( 272.7) ( 298.6) ( 269.4) ( 369.7) ( 318.4) ( 501.0) ( 444.1)

2 68.9 241.6 892.4 -2583.6 -659.1 -99.2

( 442.8) ( 413.8) ( 402.5) ( 429.3) ( 456.1) ( 721.3)

3 46.1 380.9 783.5 -2033.1 -604.3

( 546.8) ( 490.7) ( 522.4) ( 709.3) ( 577.8)

4 385.5 933.6 1069.9 -2006.5

( 724.9) ( 697.2) ( 702.6) ( 792.6)

5 845.1 1746.0 1746.0

( 900.5) ( 837.8) ( 837.8)

Note: This table presents the FE and weighted estimates of the leads and lags of the effect of an increase in busses

in a locality annual earnings. Column 1 presents the results from estimating equation (1). Columns 3-6 presents

the δ̂ek from estimating equation (2). Column (2) is weighted by group size average of columns 3-4. Event time -1

serves as a base-level. All standard errors in parentheses are clustered by locality.
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obtain an effect of around 1900 ILS 6 years after treatment when applying the IW estimation.

However, these results still suffer from the same concern discussed previously, as they are driven

entirely by the 2011 treatment group. Overall, due to lack of sufficient pre-treatment data, we

cannot determine whether the observed effects are indeed causal.

Figure 7: IW and two-way FE event study effect on employment and yearly earnings, Locality
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6 Conclusion

This paper estimates the labor market effect of a large bus expansion in Arab localities in

Israel. Using detailed administrative data on annual employment, earnings, and number of
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buses in all Arab localities we find inconclusive results regarding the effect of the reform. On

the one hand, we find that a significant increase in bus transportation accessibility is associated

with marginally significant higher employment rates and earnings. However, we also find that

the bulk of our results stem from a single treatment group, for which we lack a sufficient pre-

treatment data. The implication of this data limitation is that we are unable to conclude

whether or not the busses expansion to Arab localities in Israel had a significant impact on

employment and earnings.

One potential avenue for future research is to obtain more precise data on where each

individual resides. Connecting this information with information of the specific location of

bus stops, and commute duration on busses to major employment hubs would provide an

opportunity for a more accurate measure of the impact of the bus expansion on residents.
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Appendix

7 Arab localities in Our Sample

Our sample includes 72 Arab localities, 19 in the control group, and 53 in the treatment group.

All the localities in our sample already had access to some public transportation in 2010.

Localities included in the control group did not experience a sharp increase in the number of

buses between years 2010-2016. Localities in the treatment group are grouped by the year they

experienced a significant increase in the number of busses. The list of localities, and the year

of the sharp in crease are listed below:

Control group: REINE, YIRKA, TAYIBE(BAEMEQ), ARAMSHA, EIN MAHEL, KAFAR

MANDA, MAZRA’A, KAOKAB ABU AL-HIJA, MAJDAL SHAMS, FASSUTA, ILUT, KABUL,

KAFAR YASIF, BU’EINE-NUJEIDAT, JALJULYE, JULIS, YAFI, DABURIYYA, ABU SINAN.

Treatment year 2011: RUMAT HEIB, KAFAR QASEM, UZEIR, ISIFYA, RAS AL-EIN,

BEIT JANN, TAMRA, BUQ’ATA, SALLAMA, JUDEIDE-MAKER, MAJD AL-KURUM,

SAJUR, FUREIDIS, NAHEF, BI’NE, I’BILLIN, LAQYE, MAS’ADE, KAFAR BARA, QALANSAWE.

Treatment year 2012: MESHHED, DAHI.

Treatment year 2013:KISRA-SUMEI, MUQEIBLE, PEQI’IN (BUQEI’A), IKSAL, DEIR

AL-ASAD, TAMRA (YIZRE’EL),, BIR EL-MAKSUR, MA’ALE IRON.

Treatment year 2014: UMM AL-FAHM, EIN AL-ASAD, MI’ELYA, ZEMER, JATT,

BAQA AL-GHARBIYYE, KAFAR KAMA, TUR’AN, REIHANIYYE, NEIN, JISH(GUSH

HALAV), KAFAR KANNA.

Treatment year 2015: HURFEISH, NAZARETH, SHIBLI-UMM AL-GHANAM, SHA’AB.

Treatment year 2016: MANSHIYYET ZABDA, RAHAT, HAMAM, BASMAT TAB’UN,

EIN RAFA, EIN NAQQUBA, EILABUN.
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Figure A1: Event study with individual fixed effects, treatment groups 2011-2016
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Figure A2: IW event study effect on employment and earnings, individual FE
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Table A1: Descriptive statistics at the locality level by treatment group

Treatment year

Control 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

# of localities 19 23 3 7 11 4 4

Monthly earnings 4435.31 4473.024 4495.363 4739.689 5165.36 4623.725 4610.413

Men 5145.534 5267.081 5045.184 5614.295 5929.141 5455.89 5318.819
Women 3199.943 3118.433 3422.033 3234.213 3977.089 3315.86 3475.691

# of employee per 1000 residence 521.735 523.094 542.109 529.502 557.585 543.543 560.903

Emigration 73.684 91.043 94 56.857 120.455 185.25 116.75
immigration 83.053 80.609 98.333 68.714 108.545 253.5 109
Private car ratio per 1000 residents 370.985 335.061 345.899 379.54 409.662 389.776 345.624

Note: Data is based on 2010. Source: the CBS locality level public use files.
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Table A2: The effect of more buses on employment rates by gender, individual FE, 2010-2016

FE estimate IW estimate group specific ATT
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Men
-6 -0.001 -0.007 -0.007

( 0.011) ( 0.013) ( 0.013)
-5 -0.003 -0.009 -0.020 0.008

( 0.011) ( 0.011) ( 0.014) ( 0.014)
-4 -0.001 -0.005 -0.016 0.005 0.001

( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.009)
-3 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 -0.006 0.002 0.000

( 0.003) ( 0.003) ( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.004) ( 0.009)
-2 -0.000 -0.001 -0.011 0.003 -0.004 0.003 -0.001

( 0.002) ( 0.002) ( 0.005) ( 0.003) ( 0.004) ( 0.003) ( 0.007)
0 0.001 0.002 0.007 0.007 0.005 -0.000 -0.010 0.008

( 0.003) ( 0.003) ( 0.005) ( 0.007) ( 0.004) ( 0.003) ( 0.012) ( 0.007)
1 -0.001 -0.001 0.006 -0.008 0.003 -0.011 -0.002

( 0.003) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.006) ( 0.005) ( 0.009) ( 0.004)
2 0.002 0.004 0.011 -0.006 -0.001 -0.003

( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.007) ( 0.010) ( 0.007)
3 0.003 0.008 0.011 -0.029 0.003

( 0.005) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.009) ( 0.006)
4 0.012 0.014 0.015 -0.020

( 0.010) ( 0.013) ( 0.014) ( 0.008)
5 0.007 0.013 0.013

( 0.009) ( 0.008) ( 0.008)
Women

-6 -0.008 -0.017 -0.017
( 0.010) ( 0.009) ( 0.009)

-5 -0.003 -0.005 0.002 -0.016
( 0.009) ( 0.008) ( 0.010) ( 0.009)

-4 0.003 -0.002 -0.005 0.009 -0.013
( 0.007) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.007)

-3 0.000 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 0.004 -0.009
( 0.005) ( 0.003) ( 0.009) ( 0.005) ( 0.004) ( 0.009)

-2 -0.004 -0.005 -0.000 -0.001 -0.012 0.005 -0.012
( 0.004) ( 0.002) ( 0.004) ( 0.006) ( 0.006) ( 0.004) ( 0.007)

0 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.008 0.011 -0.001 -0.006 0.002
( 0.002) ( 0.002) ( 0.004) ( 0.007) ( 0.008) ( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.004)

1 -0.002 -0.002 0.006 0.016 0.003 -0.009 -0.013
( 0.004) ( 0.005) ( 0.006) ( 0.011) ( 0.007) ( 0.007) ( 0.008)

2 0.000 0.003 0.011 -0.015 0.000 -0.007
( 0.006) ( 0.006) ( 0.008) ( 0.005) ( 0.008) ( 0.009)

3 0.002 0.006 0.008 -0.011 0.002
( 0.007) ( 0.007) ( 0.008) ( 0.015) ( 0.010)

4 0.011 0.015 0.016 -0.004
( 0.010) ( 0.011) ( 0.011) ( 0.011)

5 0.019 0.022 0.022
( 0.013) ( 0.013) ( 0.013)

Note: This table presents the FE and weighted estimates of the leads and lags of the effect of more buses
in a locality on the employment rates om men. Column 1 presents the results from estimating equation
(1). Columns 3-6 presents the δ̂ek from estimating equation (2). Column (2) is the weighted by group size
average of columns 3-4. Event time -1 serves as a base-level. All standard errors in parentheses are clustered
by locality.
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Table A3: The effect of more buses on yearly earnings by gender, individual FE, 2010-2016

FE estimate IW estimate group specific ATT
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Men
-6 -1025.0 -775.8 -775.8

( 2154.8) ( 2984.0) ( 2984.0)
-5 -1555.9 -3055.2 -6043.2 2251.0

( 1951.7) ( 1842.3) ( 2658.4) ( 1282.9)
-4 -454.9 -1072.9 -2820.3 254.7 1431.5

( 946.8) ( 889.2) ( 1220.8) ( 832.8) ( 1208.5)
-3 -610.7 -454.2 386.0 -1539.8 -690.5 2077.7

( 575.9) ( 503.0) ( 1083.3) ( 690.6) ( 659.6) ( 1135.5)
-2 -215.8 -179.1 996.0 1271.9 -1336.3 -129.0 1171.5

( 382.2) ( 352.5) ( 621.9) ( 1300.8) ( 549.7) ( 320.5) ( 1084.0)
0 197.4 323.8 391.4 -997.3 2255.6 54.8 -503.9 442.5

( 468.4) ( 469.9) ( 621.9) ( 546.3) ( 776.3) ( 434.9) ( 2188.9) ( 673.1)
1 165.3 -156.1 -180.9 -181.8 1603.2 -1094.8 297.1

( 559.8) ( 676.8) ( 876.7) ( 656.4) ( 1400.4) ( 1298.6) ( 769.2)
2 234.1 362.3 918.6 -1619.3 722.7 -383.5

( 819.1) ( 834.4) ( 948.1) ( 782.6) ( 2234.0) ( 1245.6)
3 131.1 659.7 487.7 -4683.9 2130.0

( 952.4) ( 935.4) ( 979.3) ( 1507.5) ( 1826.6)
4 890.2 -107.4 79.8 -3933.5

( 1581.9) ( 1788.1) ( 1846.2) ( 1574.1)
5 545.8 671.8 671.8

( 1360.4) ( 1333.3) ( 1333.3)
Women

-6 555.0 312.2 312.2
( 1225.6) ( 887.7) ( 887.7)

-5 -208.5 -869.3 -2216.5 1438.9
( 988.2) ( 731.2) ( 852.4) ( 902.6)

-4 -16.7 -244.3 -1057.9 262.9 978.4
( 554.3) ( 442.7) ( 523.7) ( 480.1) ( 664.3)

-3 9.0 13.3 -507.6 -217.4 232.6 760.7
( 365.0) ( 328.4) ( 655.2) ( 463.0) ( 389.3) ( 506.7)

-2 -4.1 -10.9 -260.1 -114.5 -342.7 473.0 158.5
( 197.2) ( 168.6) ( 130.5) ( 357.4) ( 323.3) ( 242.5) ( 378.6)

0 62.3 169.2 552.2 -402.5 94.0 -188.6 173.0 -69.6
( 160.6) ( 145.5) ( 181.0) ( 271.1) ( 335.5) ( 321.5) ( 366.0) ( 161.1)

1 177.4 243.0 720.2 -163.5 -504.0 -200.8 430.5
( 324.1) ( 342.0) ( 298.1) ( 415.3) ( 412.0) ( 614.5) ( 468.8)

2 142.5 357.2 1229.1 -2033.3 -636.8 -270.1
( 529.6) ( 495.7) ( 466.9) ( 560.0) ( 630.8) ( 872.5)

3 306.2 762.8 1252.0 -1639.2 -518.0
( 649.9) ( 590.1) ( 618.3) ( 711.7) ( 789.2)

4 664.7 1402.6 1536.6 -1490.4
( 848.9) ( 816.7) ( 824.1) ( 843.2)

5 1065.7 2117.8 2117.8
( 1072.7) ( 1002.1) ( 1002.1)

Note: This table presents the FE and weighted estimates of the leads and lags of the effect of more buses in a
locality on the employment rates om men. Column 1 presents the results from estimating equation (1). Columns

3-6 presents the δ̂ek from estimating equation (2). Column (2) is the weighted by group size average of columns 3-4.
Event time -1 serves as a base-level. All standard errors in parentheses are clustered by locality.
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